Mathematics

English
Key Texts: Traction Man by Mini Grey



Add and subtract 1s



The children will be using the Traction man story by Mini Grey
and other superhero texts to create a range of different genres
including:



10 more and 10 less moving onto adding and subtracting 10s



Add a 2-digit and 1-digit number –crossing ten

1.

Biographies



Subtract a 1-digit number from a 2-digit number –crossing ten

2.

Persuasive texts



3.

Adventure stories

Add two 2-digit numbers –not crossing ten –add ones and add
tens



Add two 2-digit numbers –crossing ten –add ones and add tens



Subtract a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number –not crossing
ten



Subtract a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number –crossing ten –
subtract ones and tens



Bonds to 100 (tens and ones)



Add three 1-digit numbers

Year 2

They will be focusing upon:

Autumn Term 2 2018

1.

Presentation and quality of handwriting

2.

Writing grammatically accurate sentence structures

3.

Carrying use of co—ordinations and subordinations and use of
descriptive language to add interest for the reader

4.

Use of accurate punctuation . , ! ? ‘

Mrs Peatey
Mrs Musiqi

Other Curriculum Subjects
Science: Uses of everyday materials. Children will describe and compare material properties including magnetic and waterproof. Find o ut how solid shapes can be changed by
squashing, bending, twisting and stretching. Learn about scientists who have developed and designed objects using different materials. E.g. Dunlop
Geography: We will use maps to observe and record landmarks. Use simple compass directions and positional language. Make observations ab out where things are located.
DT: We will be looking at vehicles and how they have a range of uses. Explore the ways to make vehicles move. Design and make a r escue vehicle for Traction man.

RE: We will be looking at Sacred Texts and investigating Sacred Texts of different Religions.
PSHE: We will be looking at emotions and how to identify strategies to cope with them.
Computing: We will be looking at improving keyboard skills, saving and managing folders, using copy and paste features.
PE: Games and Gymnastics with our Merton coaches.

